Camera Anti-Twist Plates
A Stroboframe Exclusive!
Cameras mounted to flash
brackets of any brand,
including ours, tend to twist or
rotate on the camera mounting
screw. Cork or rubber friction pads
help, but the real solution is to use a
camera-specific Anti-Twist (AT) Plate.
These plates act as an interface between
the camera and bracket. They pin-register to
the bracket and conform to the camera’s
baseplate. This locks the camera to the bracket
to prevent twisting.
Anti-Twist Plates are sold separately because
there are so many camera configurations. We
manufacture different AT Plates to fit virtually any
camera. Also, because our Anti-Twist Plates are interchangeable,
your bracket will never become obsolete should you buy different equipment!

Note: When using Pro-T or Press-T model brackets with heavier flash units,
we consider the use of a Camera Anti-Twist Plate mandatory.

Camera

Anti-Twist Plate
Catalog Number

35mm SLR Cameras (unless listed below)

300-SLR

Bronica ETR

300-ETR

Bronica ETR with speed grip

300-ETR

Bronica ETR with motor (on Pro-RL only)

Cork-Pad*

Bronica SQA

300-SQA

Bronica SQA with speed grip (on Pro-SQ only)

Cork-Pad*

Bronica SQA with motor (on Pro-SQ only)

Cork-Pad*

Bronica GS1

300-GS1

Bronica GS1 with speed grip

300-ETR

Canon EOS-1, -IN with BP-E1 or E1

300-BE1

Canon EOS-1, -IN

300-EOS

Canon A2, Elan

300-H35

Canon A2, A2E with VG10 vertical grip

300-VG1

Canon Elan II with BP-50

300-BP5

Hasselblad

300-HAS

Mamiya (all except 6, 6MF and 7**)

300-MAM

Nikon F5

300-NF5

Nikon F4 with MB21 battery pack

300-NF4

Nikon F4 with MB20 battery pack

300-H35

Nikon N90, N90s

300-H35

Nikon 90s with MB-10 vertical grip

300-BE1

Pentax 645

300-PTX

Pentax 6 x 7 (for use with Pro-T only)

300-PTX

Flash Anti-Twist Plates

Catalog Number

Mount between flash and flash arm to prevent flash from twisting.

Nikon SC-17 camera cord***

300-C17

Quantum Q-Flash

300-QFL

Lumedyne flash heads

300-LUM

*** To maintain complete TTL flash function when using Nikon SB-series flash units
on our brackets, you must use a Nikon SC-17 cord with this plate, which prevents
the SC-17 from twisting. Twisting can cause the flash and lens to be misaligned.

*

Anti-Twist Plate not needed; cork pad (supplied with all Stroboframe brackets)
provides adequate anti-twist prevention.
** For Mamiya 6, 6MF and 7 models, use Pro-T/m bracket, which has a built-in
anti-twist feature.
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